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This Lovers Report is divided into 4 chapters.
Chapter 1 compares your temperaments and personalities. The issues described
in Chapter 1 become particularly powerful if you are married or live together.
Idiosyncrasies or quirks in another person's personality do not bother us as much
if our relationship is a casual one. For example, if one person is neat and tidy and
the other is sloppy, this is more likely to become a concern if you are married
than if you are only seeing each other occasionally.
Pay close attention to the issues described in Chapter 2 because these are the
most important themes in your relationship. For example, if themes of romance
and sexual attraction are emphasized, then you can count on this relationship
being a passionate one. However, if romance and sexuality are hardly
mentioned at all, then this relationship will not be a passionate one. Note also
that the material in Chapter 2 is presented roughly in order of importance, so
that the material presented at the beginning of Chapter 2 is the most powerful.
Chapter 4 describes issues in your relationship of less importance than those
presented in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 describes situations and circumstances that
arise if you have a close, long-lasting relationship.
If a statement appears to contradict another statement, then your roles are
likely to alternate. For example, a statement that SID VICIOUS is more aggressive
than NANCY SPUNGEN, and another statement that NANCY SPUNGEN is more
aggressive than SID VICIOUS, means that you alternate roles, with SID VICIOUS
sometimes being the leader and NANCY SPUNGEN being the follower, and
sometimes just the opposite. Also, read the statements carefully, as it is likely that
a careful reading will reveal different kinds of aggressiveness or areas in which
the aggressiveness is likely to express itself.
To make the most of this report, combine this astrological analysis with other
things that you know about each other. For example, we have assumed that
you are opposite-sexed (assuming that both of you are heterosexual, otherwise
same-sexed). Physical attractiveness, age, religion, education, family and
cultural background will affect your relationship as well. The material in Chapters
2, 3, and 4 of this report describes the magnetism between you, but does not
describe your individual natures. For example, suppose that Chapter 2 makes
little mention of romance and sexuality, but the Natal Reports for each of you
indicate that each of you has extremely strong romantic and sexual desires. In
this case, marriage is not likely to be successful! However, if romance and
sexuality are not important to either of you, then the lack of passion in your
relationship is not likely to be as much of a stumbling block.
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Your birth chart interpretation is based on the positions of
the planets at the time of your birth. For the benefit of
students of astrology, these positions, along with other
technical information, are listed below:
Positions and Data for SID VICIOUS:
Sun
position is 19 deg. 48 min. of Taurus
Moon position is 8 deg. 26 min. of Libra
Mercury position is 12 deg. 24 min. of Taurus
Venus position is 26 deg. 40 min. of Taurus
Mars position is 3 deg. 50 min. of Cancer
Jupiter position is 21 deg. 57 min. of Virgo
Saturn position is 12 deg. 35 min. of Sagittarius
Uranus position is 3 deg. 16 min. of Leo
Neptune position is 0 deg. 44 min. of Scorpio
Pluto position is 27 deg. 56 min. of Leo
Asc. position is 5 deg. 21 min. of Scorpio
MC
position is 17 deg. 55 min. of Leo
2nd cusp position is 5 deg. 21 min. of Sagittarius
3rd cusp position is 5 deg. 21 min. of Capricorn
5th cusp position is 5 deg. 21 min. of Pisces
6th cusp position is 5 deg. 21 min. of Aries

Tropical/EQUAL Daylight Savings Time observed. GMT: 18:09:00
Time Zone: 0 hours West. Lat & Long: 51 N 30
0 W 10
Positions and Data for NANCY SPUNGEN:
Sun
position is 8 deg. 23 min. of Pisces
Moon position is 15 deg. 41 min. of Gemini
Mercury position is 4 deg. 40 min. of Pisces
Venus position is 2 deg. 17 min. of Aquarius
Mars position is 17 deg. 03 min. of Capricorn
Jupiter position is 1 deg. 27 min. of Scorpio
Saturn position is 24 deg. 38 min. of Sagittarius
Uranus position is 8 deg. 27 min. of Leo
Neptune position is 4 deg. 38 min. of Scorpio
Pluto position is 0 deg. 54 min. of Virgo
Asc. position is 12 deg. 29 min. of Pisces
MC
position is 20 deg. 29 min. of Sagittarius
2nd cusp position is 12 deg. 29 min. of Aries
3rd cusp position is 12 deg. 29 min. of Taurus
5th cusp position is 12 deg. 29 min. of Cancer
6th cusp position is 12 deg. 29 min. of Leo

Tropical/EQUAL Standard time observed. GMT: 11:52:00
Time Zone: 5 hours West. Lat & Long: 39 N 57 08 75 W 09 51
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Chapter 1
A Comparison of Temperaments and Life Styles
that Affect Your Ability to Harmonize with Each Other
SID VICIOUS's Sun in Taurus and NANCY SPUNGEN's Sun in Pisces:

Both of you are basically tolerant, easy-going, "soft" and peace-loving people,
and this goes a long way toward maintaining harmony in your relationship.
NANCY SPUNGEN really appreciates SID VICIOUS's steadiness and dependability,
while SID VICIOUS responds to NANCY SPUNGEN's gentleness, kindness, and
sympathy.
However, there are also very basic differences between you: SID VICIOUS seeks
clear and simple answers, and approaches life in a pragmatic, down-to-earth
manner. SID VICIOUS has clear preferences and dislikes, and has very predictable
tastes. SID VICIOUS seeks tangible and clear results from any effort. NANCY
SPUNGEN, on the other hand, is more eclectic in approach, and is sensitive to a
wider spectrum of ideas and feelings. NANCY SPUNGEN is less rational, more
emotional and intuitive, more willing to accept ambiguities and complexities than
SID VICIOUS.
SID VICIOUS's Moon in Libra and NANCY SPUNGEN's Moon in Gemini:

Both of you are more rational and reasonable than emotional so you are likely
to get along well. Difficult situations or problems that arise between you are likely
to be dealt with logically and with an attempt to be equitable and fair. Both of
you are uncomfortable with an unrestrained expression of feelings, and you may
ignore or avoid your own anger, fears, sadness, or other "dark" emotions. SID
VICIOUS always wants the relationship to be sweetness and light and tries to
smooth everything over as quickly as possible. NANCY SPUNGEN will discuss or
debate endlessly but detaches or becomes very uncomfortable when emotion
threatens to overcome the reasonable tone of the discussion. NANCY SPUNGEN
uses humor or verbosity as a defense against feeling difficult emotions, or dealing
with other people's emotions.
You are both very social creatures with a great need for companionship and
conversation, though SID VICIOUS is more personal, more interested in people
and human situations while NANCY SPUNGEN is simply interested in ideas and will
talk about anything at all! You are likely to appreciate one another very much as
friends (in addition to whatever romantic interest you have for one another).
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Both of you have Venus conjunct or in hard aspect to Pluto:

For both of you, love is an intense, deep, all-consuming experience which will
take you both to heaven and to hell! Each of you is learning about love and
sexuality, and how to use your magnetic or attractive powers in a positive way.
Issues of control, power, and surrender, of possessiveness, trust, and jealousy, and
of the potential for healing inner, psychic wounds through loving and being loved
will arise again and again for each of you, no matter who you are with. However,
together all of these matters are intensified, so your relationship will no doubt be
a very "hot" one - nothing lukewarm about it! There is apt to be a love-hate quality
to your relationship as you trigger one another's deepest needs, vulnerabilities,
and hidden or forbidden feelings. At least both of you have a "taste" for this kind
of intensity!

Chapter 2
Major Themes in the Relationship: What Brought You
Together
Asc. Mutually Aspects Mercury:

Talking, discussing, arguing, brainstorming, corresponding, and/or working
together in conducting a business is likely to be an important part of your
relationship. There is a constant running dialogue between you which is very
enjoyable if you are a verbal type of person, but can be almost irritating if you are
a less intellectual, more taciturn type.
Positively, you help one another to articulate and communicate your ideas
and feelings. Negatively, you may fritter your energies away through endless and
fruitless discussions.
SID VICIOUS's Asc. Trine NANCY SPUNGEN's Mercury:

You work together very harmoniously on daily tasks and you can communicate
very clearly and openly to each other. You "speak the same language" and you
have a knack for quickly understanding each other.
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NANCY SPUNGEN's Asc. Sextile SID VICIOUS's Mercury:

Harmonious, open, and clear communication is so ingrained in your
relationship that you probably take it for granted. You enjoy long talks and it
seems that no matter how well you know each other, you continue to enjoy
having time for long discussions.
SID VICIOUS's Asc. Conjunct NANCY SPUNGEN's Neptune:

The two of you have a very strong psychic or telepathic link, and there is a
great deal of sensitivity, empathy, and understanding between you. Idealism and
devotion are important elements in your relationship and both of you may gladly
give or sacrifice much for one another. NANCY SPUNGEN encourages SID
VICIOUS to be receptive and somewhat passive. SID VICIOUS is easily swayed by
NANCY SPUNGEN's emotions and moods, and this may be confusing or
overwhelming, especially if SID VICIOUS doesn't have a solid sense of self. NANCY
SPUNGEN, on the other hand, idolizes SID VICIOUS, and may have a very
inaccurate picture of SID VICIOUS's true nature and needs. Also, both of you may
be very indirect or subtle in your communications. Strive to be straightforward and
clear with one another.
NANCY SPUNGEN's Venus Opposition SID VICIOUS's Uranus:

This is an unusual relationship! The relationship seems to follows its own,
unpredictable course that neither of you can control. At least life isn't boring!
Sexual attraction to each other is aroused suddenly and unpredictably, but then
it subsides just as quickly and unexpectedly. If your relationship is a permanent
one, you will find that periods of intense sexual attraction come and go in waves,
and you both will have to be able to adjust to these unpredictable changes. SID
VICIOUS, in particular, may be erratic, inconstant, or unreliable toward NANCY
SPUNGEN, perhaps unwilling to make a commitment or to keep promises.
SID VICIOUS's Sun Trine NANCY SPUNGEN's Mars:

Successful cooperation in achieving goals and accomplishing tasks is
highlighted. You make an excellent working team and you are able to assist each
other in achieving specific, concrete goals. The sexual attraction between you is
also very strong.
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NANCY SPUNGEN's Asc. Square SID VICIOUS's Saturn:

SID VICIOUS often checks or throws a damper on NANCY SPUNGEN's
spontaneous impulses and self-expression, which is frustrating to NANCY SPUNGEN,
and can be a source of resentment if it continues for too long. SID VICIOUS makes
NANCY SPUNGEN question and doubt NANCY SPUNGEN's actions, which can be
a good thing in small doses, especially if NANCY SPUNGEN tends to be rash or
foolhardy. However, SID VICIOUS must avoid becoming a "heavy" in NANCY
SPUNGEN's life, always the nay sayer or disciplinarian.

SID VICIOUS's Moon Sextile NANCY SPUNGEN's Uranus:

You feel open and uninhibited with each other, and can express your feelings
spontaneously and without reserve. You enjoy joking and kidding around with
each other. If both of you enjoy dancing or playing music, you make wonderful
partners in dance and/or music. Sexual compatibility is also very high.
NANCY SPUNGEN's Mercury Trine SID VICIOUS's Mars:

You inspire each other to refine and clarify your ideas, plans and strategies.
You are an effective team in research, writing, or business pursuits. You also help
each other to successfully implement a plan or follow through on an idea until it
manifests as a successful product or creative work. You also have spirited, feisty
debates with one another.
NANCY SPUNGEN's Venus Square SID VICIOUS's Neptune:

Your love for each other has a very dreamy, idealistic, and romantic quality.
You are infatuated with each other, sometimes almost hypnotized by each other.
You tend to have glamorous and idealistic notions of each other that are far
removed from reality. This relationship is prone to major disappointments when
you each discover that your partner is not as perfect as imagined. Disillusionment
and disappointment are likely, but you can mitigate this tendency if you allow
yourself to enjoy the dreamy romanticism without projecting your wildest fantasies
onto your partner, believing you have found the companion of your dreams.
SID VICIOUS's Mars Trine NANCY SPUNGEN's Jupiter:

The two of you form an effective, dynamic team in any venture or endeavor.
You work together very well in accomplishing daily tasks, and it is likely that you
will also successfully coordinate efforts on joint efforts as well.
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SID VICIOUS's Mars Trine NANCY SPUNGEN's Neptune:

You enjoy watching movies, reading novels, discussing music and the arts, and
pursuing religious or metaphysical areas together. You work well together in any
area that involves a strong imaginative element. The spiritual bond between you
is strong, and as you spend time together, your ideals and your sense of purpose
in life becomes more refined and intertwined.

Chapter 3
Destiny and Final Outcome of Your Relationship

Composite Moon Trine Mars:

Warm, passionate emotional responses to one another will always be a part of
your relationship. You encourage, invigorate, and stimulate one another's instincts
and emotions. If you have a sexual involvement, this will be a very satisfying
aspect of your bond - you will never be uninvolved or lukewarm. Even if you are
not involved sexually, a very physical, warm-blooded relationship is indicated. A
mutual enjoyment of sports, or exercise and the outdoors, figures prominently with
the two of you. Getting rambunctious and fired up together, perhaps sharing
enthusiasm and spirit for some cause or team, does also.
When you are together you won't always be calm or sedate. There is a feeling
of energy and vitality between you that people around you will feel and be
enlivened by. This zest for life is part of the essence of your relationship.
Composite Moon Sextile Jupiter:

Part of the purpose of your relationship is to simply enjoy your lives together and
to have fun. Together you will expand your social circle, and broaden your
contacts with the world in many ways. As a couple, you may do more traveling
for pleasure than you would ever do as individuals.
Play, humor, laughter, and exuberant good spirits permeate your relationship.
You take more risks, spend more money on fun and adventure, and generally
have a good time together. It is easy, comfortable, and relaxing to be with one
another; you cheer one another up. Being together makes you both feel good,
and this will have positive effects on your health and overall success in life, the
more you are together.
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Composite Mercury Conjunct Mars:

Vigorous debates and intellectual sparring will inevitably play a key role in your
relationship. What you might try to convey tactfully in other circumstances, you
will state directly and unequivocally with each other. This can lead to numerous
arguments and disputes, not so much due to deep differences of opinion but
simply due to the way you both communicate with one another.
It is likely that one or both of you will come to feel verbally attacked, or
criticized for petty things, unless you both are willing to work on being gentler in
the manner you speak to one another.
On the other hand, if you enjoy bantering, competing intellectually, and hotly
debating various issues, you may not consider any of this a problem. It will,
however, be an ongoing dynamic in your relationship with each other.
Composite Venus Quincunx Pluto:

Deep forces from within both of you will complicate your interactions with one
another. You trigger deep feelings in one another, including those you may be
accustomed to hiding, such as powerful passions, extreme possessiveness, an
urge to dominate (sexually or otherwise). Avoid manipulative plays such as guilt,
emotional blackmail, jealously, or threats of abandonment - at all costs!
Your connection with one another will have a deeply transforming effect on
you both, and even your seemingly casual interactions will somehow influence or
change you. That is, if you do not get entangled in some of the subterranean
power struggles mentioned above.
Part of the purpose of your relationship is to bring up aspects of yourselves and
of your attitudes towards loving others which you have kept in the dark until now.
Composite Mars Opposition Jupiter:

Together you will take the kind of risks in life that neither of you may have
dreamed of doing individually. You encourage, invigorate, and spur one another
on to greater achievements. Partly through competition and egging one another
on, each of you aspires toward goals that may well have seemed out of your
reach before you two came together. Even in minor, day-to-day matters there is
a positive, we-can-do-it spirit that infuses your relationship.
You will need to be very active together and are prone to get cabin fever, to
feel cramped and unhappy together, if you are not tackling challenges or doing
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something rambunctious. Physical play and adventure are essential ingredients
for the health and success of this relationship.
Composite Sun Trine Moon:

Overall, a feeling of harmony, flow, mutual acceptance and supportiveness
characterizes your relationship. You simply dovetail very naturally together and
neither of you feels that you have to sacrifice too much of yourself to be together.
You may take this ease for granted, as your partnership or friendship "just
happened" without a great deal of effort or even intention on your parts. You
complement and complete one another in ways that are both gratifying
emotionally and also helpful to you in meeting challenges and struggles you
encounter outside of your relationship. Honoring and developing the feeling of
soul kinship that you have with one another is an important purpose in your
relationship.
Composite Sun Conjunct Mars:

Without a doubt, the two of you rouse strong energies within one another, and
you will have to learn how to manage conflict, passion, and anger in a creative
way. When you are together, you both tend to become competitive, overly
eager, rambunctious and zealous. You are not destined to have a peaceful,
placid coexistence! However, you can initiate new projects and get lots of work
done together, if your drives are harnessed and channeled into creative
enterprises. Winning at work and competition, developing a warrior spirit,
encouraging one another to be bolder and more courageous - these are the
positives you will discover and create together if you can diffuse the more
aggressive, abrasive energies you bring out in each other.
Action, doing, accomplishing are much of what this relationship is about.
Because you generate so much heat - on all levels - when you are together, your
sexual energies will also be stimulated and will certainly be an undertone in your
communication with one another.
Composite Sun Opposition Jupiter:

You inspire, cheer, encourage, and generate faith and optimism in one
another. You may even tend to promote unrealistic hopes and overly idealistic
expectations, because when the two of you are together you feel that anything
is possible through the power of faith or positive thinking. You are likely to travel
and move around a lot in pursuit of this great good you wish for. A pronounced
restlessness with the status quo, and a strong need to keep growing and
expanding in some way, are essential aspects of your relationship.
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You are apt to open one another up to many things. Philosophical or religious
differences between you will arise, in part to help you both understand where you
place your faith, as well as to help you develop tolerance and an expanded view
of life.
Composite Moon Trine Mercury:

Long, intimate chats, talking and listening to one another, sharing confidential
or personal stories, discussing emotional concerns and/or family matters - these
play a crucial role in your relationship. You may tell one another extremely
personal details of your lives, even before you know one another that well, and it
will be very easy for you to divulge these things to one another. At times your
conversations may become very trivial and gossipy, but somehow satisfying
nonetheless. You are good listeners, sounding boards for one another, and
through your relationship, you both get some clearer understanding and
objectivity about the things that really matter to you. The inner, private, personal
aspect of life will be the primary focus in your discussions. If you live at a distance
from one another, correspondence or long-distance phone calls will keep you
close. Part of the purpose of your relationship is for each of you to have a
confidante and counselor.
Composite Mercury Opposition Jupiter:

Being together stimulates grandiose visions, an overly optimistic or idealistic
assessment of possibilities, and a tendency to go out on a far limb, financially or
otherwise. Together you take bigger risks and speculate with your money, time,
and energy, in ways you might be too prudent to or afraid of as single individuals.
Somehow when you are with each other, distant horizons always beckon; you are
not content with where you are, literally or figuratively. Long-range planning will
be necessary to fulfill some of the grander goals the two of you have. Traveling
for pleasure or for purposes involving spiritual, educational, or personal growth will
definitely be part of the picture.
Composite Mercury Trine Uranus:

Experimenting with new ideas and innovative or unconventional approaches,
is part of your purpose together. As a couple, you could teach or in other ways
disseminate ideas which are advanced, state-of-the-art, highly original, or
"alternative".
The intellectual atmosphere between you is lively and inspiring, and no matter
what else is happening in your relationship, you are good for one another in this
way.
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Chapter 4
Other Themes in Your Relationship
SID VICIOUS's Sun in NANCY SPUNGEN's 3rd house:

SID VICIOUS openly shares thoughts and ideas with NANCY SPUNGEN, and the
two of you love to share ideas, perhaps even gossip together.
NANCY SPUNGEN's Sun in SID VICIOUS's 5th house:

NANCY SPUNGEN encourages SID VICIOUS's creative talents, and both of you
are inspired to undertake joint creative projects. If you share a similar artistic or
creative interest, then you certainly will work together and inspire each other
tremendously along creative lines. You really enjoy each other's company and
love to play games together.
SID VICIOUS's Moon in NANCY SPUNGEN's 7th house:

SID VICIOUS is more willing to cooperate and make compromises with NANCY
SPUNGEN than with most other people. SID VICIOUS often plays a supportive role
to NANCY SPUNGEN, quietly providing assistance and support to NANCY
SPUNGEN. This will be true even if your relationship is not a serious or permanent
one.
NANCY SPUNGEN's Moon in SID VICIOUS's 8th house:

As your relationship develops, a powerfully emotional bonding develops. Your
feelings for each other are intense and can also be rather complex. Jealousy is
possible and if things go wrong, you can hate each other with the same intensity
that you once loved each other. If you marry or pool your resources but later
separate from each other, you will have an extremely difficult time disentangling
your mutually owned property, and you are likely to argue intensely over proper
division of your joint assets.
SID VICIOUS's Mercury in NANCY SPUNGEN's 2nd house:

You enjoy planning financial strategies together, and SID VICIOUS provides
NANCY SPUNGEN with lots of ideas on business ventures, investments, and
practical application of job-related skills.
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NANCY SPUNGEN's Mercury in SID VICIOUS's 4th house:

NANCY SPUNGEN loves to discuss very personal issues with SID VICIOUS, which
promotes a very close, inner tie between you.
SID VICIOUS's Venus in NANCY SPUNGEN's 3rd house,
NANCY SPUNGEN's Venus in SID VICIOUS's 3rd house:

Your conversations are generally pleasant and enjoyable. You argue with
each other much less than you do with other people.
SID VICIOUS's Mars in NANCY SPUNGEN's 4th house:

For better or worse, SID VICIOUS gets under NANCY SPUNGEN's skin. SID VICIOUS
may infuriate, excite, inspire, and sexually arouse NANCY SPUNGEN, perhaps even
all of these at the same time! If you live together, SID VICIOUS will do much to
maintain the home, but both of you must be careful to accommodate your
partner's tastes and concerns and try not to overpower your partner, especially
when domestic issues are involved.
NANCY SPUNGEN's Mars in SID VICIOUS's 3rd house:

NANCY SPUNGEN enjoys challenging SID VICIOUS's reasoning and logic, and
SID VICIOUS may feel that this relationship is more like a debate club than a
romance! If both of you can keep your communication from becoming
acrimonious, you can learn a great deal from each other and enjoy a mentally
stimulating relationship.
SID VICIOUS's Jupiter in NANCY SPUNGEN's 7th house:

NANCY SPUNGEN feels buoyant and outgoing in SID VICIOUS's presence,
enjoys talking and doing almost anything with SID VICIOUS. Cooperation and
optimism are high in this relationship and you can count on having a very upbeat
and outgoing relationship most of the time.
NANCY SPUNGEN's Jupiter in SID VICIOUS's 12th house:

NANCY SPUNGEN has a knack for getting under SID VICIOUS's skin and
understanding SID VICIOUS in a more intimate, deeper way than most other
people. NANCY SPUNGEN is a dear friend, and comes "to the rescue" in times of
crisis or transition. Together, you will develop a shared interest in altruistic and
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humanitarian (possibly also religious or spiritual) activities.
SID VICIOUS's Saturn in NANCY SPUNGEN's 10th house:

SID VICIOUS takes a great interest in NANCY SPUNGEN's ambitions and career
goals, but is also very critical and sometimes even dogmatic in viewing NANCY
SPUNGEN's career goals. SID VICIOUS may also unintentionally get in NANCY
SPUNGEN's way, inadvertently creating roadblocks on NANCY SPUNGEN's path.
SID VICIOUS needs to show greater trust in the integrity of NANCY SPUNGEN's
opinions. NANCY SPUNGEN should try not to become overly sensitive to SID
VICIOUS's views, be willing to listen to, and learn from SID VICIOUS. Also, NANCY
SPUNGEN shouldn't be overly-dependent on SID VICIOUS's judgment.
NANCY SPUNGEN's Saturn in SID VICIOUS's 2nd house:

Handling of finances is a major issue in your relationship, especially if your
relationship is a permanent one. Deciding how to increase income, how to wisely
spend money, and how to develop financial security becomes a big issue, and
major problems can arise if either of you ignores or overlooks your partner's point
of view in these matters. You will learn a lot about handling money and resources
and how to develop material security in this relationship, and hopefully any
difficult lessons will not cause serious regrets. NANCY SPUNGEN, in particular,
should be wary of the tendency to be overly critical of the way that SID VICIOUS
handles finances and should try not to interfere too much with SID VICIOUS's
decisions in this regard. SID VICIOUS should try not to be overly sensitive to NANCY
SPUNGEN's suggestions and should try to extract the useful, valuable suggestions
and ignore the rest.
SID VICIOUS's Uranus in NANCY SPUNGEN's 5th house:

There is a strong creative impulse that is triggered when the two of you get
together. You are able to create original and unusual works together and you
approach daily life together in a very creative way. This enthusiasm and creativity
makes life fun and interesting and also adds zest to the romantic attraction
between you.
NANCY SPUNGEN's Uranus in SID VICIOUS's 10th house:

NANCY SPUNGEN has lots of original ideas on how SID VICIOUS can best
achieve career goals. NANCY SPUNGEN is likely to encourage SID VICIOUS to take
a more adventurous, risky route, and NANCY SPUNGEN often feels that SID
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VICIOUS holds back by being too conservative and security conscious. However,
not all of NANCY SPUNGEN's ideas are well founded, and SID VICIOUS must have
the ability to separate the really useful creative ideas from those that will only
result in chaos and confusion.
SID VICIOUS's Neptune in NANCY SPUNGEN's 8th house:

SID VICIOUS likes to share everything without reserve with NANCY SPUNGEN.
SID VICIOUS is much less cautious and reserved in sharing possessions, as well as
emotions, with NANCY SPUNGEN. There is also a great deal of fantasy and
imagination in your sexual life. This adds a colorful touch to your lives, but problems
can arise if you ever feel that your partner has been dishonest with you; fantasy
can easily lead to distortions and dishonesty that can erode the good feelings
that you otherwise share.
NANCY SPUNGEN's Neptune in SID VICIOUS's 12th house:

The two of you are likely to share a lot of secrets together. There is a great deal
of fantasy and imagination that you share, and both of you may feel that it is
inappropriate to bring this side of yourselves into the public. There is a strong
spiritual or psychic bond that draws you together and there is an element of
mystery to your relationship. You may share some very unusual, almost mystical,
experiences together.
SID VICIOUS's Pluto in NANCY SPUNGEN's 6th house:

If your relationship is a long-term one, circumstances will develop so that you
will both feel that you need to work intensively together to meet your goals, and
you will have the shared motivation and dedication to do this. SID VICIOUS, in
particular, will work, without complaints, to get the job done. There is a mountain
that you must climb together, and the chances are good that you will, indeed,
climb it.
NANCY SPUNGEN's Pluto in SID VICIOUS's 10th house:

If this is a long-term relationship, NANCY SPUNGEN will have a critical effect on
SID VICIOUS's career and ambitions. Circumstances arise that enable NANCY
SPUNGEN to play a key role in helping steer SID VICIOUS's career along new lines,
and to levels of greater stature and influence. NANCY SPUNGEN can help SID
VICIOUS gain a whole new outlook on career opportunities and the best way to
utilize personal talents, but this process is a complex and tricky one.
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The final outcome could be very successful or a failure, depending on how both
of you handle the situation.
NANCY SPUNGEN's Sun Square SID VICIOUS's Saturn:

SID VICIOUS must be very careful not to harshly criticize or judge NANCY
SPUNGEN. There is a strong tendency for NANCY SPUNGEN to feel blocked,
frustrated, and discouraged by SID VICIOUS. Typically, SID VICIOUS will feel
surprised by NANCY SPUNGEN's feelings of frustration and anger, and feel that
NANCY SPUNGEN is just being overly sensitive to criticism. There is an element of
truth to both viewpoints: SID VICIOUS tends to be too critical of NANCY SPUNGEN
and NANCY SPUNGEN tends to be too sensitive to the criticism; the combination
can be disastrous! NANCY SPUNGEN may try to ignore the problem, but ignoring
the problem will not cause the problem to disappear. This is a relationship that
can help both of you mature a great deal; you are able to build a secure, stable
life together and face many challenges and responsibilities together that you
have been trying to avoid. However, the tendency to become overly concerned
with your responsibilities and be too conservative, cautious, and restrictive
towards each other must not get out of hand, or you will both feel severely
confined and restricted by being together.
SID VICIOUS's Asc. Conjunct NANCY SPUNGEN's Jupiter:

NANCY SPUNGEN helps build SID VICIOUS's self-confidence and self-esteem
tremendously. SID VICIOUS feels NANCY SPUNGEN's approval and appreciation,
and feels that NANCY SPUNGEN is a real friend and supporter, which enables SID
VICIOUS to do more, take more risks, and aspire toward greater things.
Also, you simply feel good in one another's company. Humor, fun, recreation,
and play are a big part of your relationship.

SID VICIOUS's Asc. Square NANCY SPUNGEN's Venus:

There is a strong romantic quality to your relationship, but you will also
experience times when the qualities of your partner contrast sharply with the
qualities that you had envisioned that your "Ideal Lover" would have. Do not try
to force your partner to conform to your desires; each person must be true to
themselves.
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SID VICIOUS's Asc. Square NANCY SPUNGEN's Uranus:

To SID VICIOUS, NANCY SPUNGEN seems highly unusual and fascinating, or
unstable and disruptive, perhaps both.
NANCY SPUNGEN makes SID VICIOUS feel nervous and unsettled, but this may
also be quite stimulating. Both of you challenge one another to change your
plans, habits, or attitudes, and a great deal of flexibility, willingness to change,
and openness is necessary on both of your parts.
SID VICIOUS's Asc. Trine NANCY SPUNGEN's Sun:

NANCY SPUNGEN motivates, encourages, and energizes SID VICIOUS's selfexpression, and can be very helpful to all of SID VICIOUS's projects and activities.
When you are together, you both feel more positive, alive, and vital.
NANCY SPUNGEN's Moon Opposition SID VICIOUS's Saturn:

Although you both strive to be responsible, respectful, and dedicated to each
other, there is a strong tendency for this relationship to focus TOO MUCH on
responsibilities and commitments. NANCY SPUNGEN is likely to feel unjustly
criticized, frustrated by SID VICIOUS's moral and ethical attitudes, and eventually
resent the limitations and responsibilities imposed by this relationship. Emotional
distance, coolness, indifference to feelings, and a sense of loneliness or
oppression can develop between you. To make this relationship work, you both
must avoid the tendency to let your sense of responsibility and concern for the
other person cause you to try to control your partner's life.
SID VICIOUS's Mercury Square NANCY SPUNGEN's Uranus:

You often say things to shock or shake up each other, and you can get very
high-strung when you are together. You tend to set a fast pace. This provides a
good deal of excitement in your lives, and you will find yourselves periodically
jumping on a new bandwagon, experimenting with a new idea, or exploring new
alternatives. However, the impatience with each other is likely to cause sudden
arguments and anger to flare.
NANCY SPUNGEN's Mercury Trine SID VICIOUS's Neptune:

You enjoy discussing any subject that has an imaginative or mystical quality -
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art, music, fiction, theater, or religion. You kindle each other's imagination and
ideals. You work together well in the arts, and humanitarian and religious areas.
You have a strong intuitive and psychic rapport and often understand each other
without need for words.
SID VICIOUS's Venus Square NANCY SPUNGEN's Pluto:

Although sexual magnetism between you is very intense, you both may be
somewhat uncomfortable by the overwhelming feelings or obsessive quality that
you engender in one another. Even if you are repulsed or disinclined to become
close to one another, there seems to be an irresistible attraction bringing you
together. Power struggles, emotional or sexual manipulation, and disruptive
jealousy may be problems you encounter in this relationship. Whatever develops,
this relationship will touch your depths and change you profoundly.
NANCY SPUNGEN's Jupiter Conjunct SID VICIOUS's Neptune:

You dream big and beautiful dreams together and because you stimulate one
another's faith, optimism, and idealism, you feel that anything is possible. If either
or both of you tend to be impractical or irresponsible, being with one another will
increase that propensity, and together you are likely to harbor unrealistic hopes
or ungrounded, grandiose schemes and speculations. You may become sloppy
or lazy together. On the other hand, if you are fairly disciplined and well-balanced
people, you will encourage each other to take a leap of faith, and to push past
previous limits and boundaries that you've set for yourselves. Traveling, enjoyable
escapades, or spiritual quests are an important aspect of your relationship.
SID VICIOUS's Jupiter Square NANCY SPUNGEN's Saturn:

NANCY SPUNGEN often limits, burdens, or frustrates SID VICIOUS without
intending to or realizing it. There is a conflict here between NANCY SPUNGEN's
needs for security, stability, and order versus SID VICIOUS's desire for freedom,
mobility, and expansiveness. How much, and in what ways, you spend money is
probably a particularly thorny issue for you. NANCY SPUNGEN is more careful and
restrictive or disapproving of SID VICIOUS's more relaxed, extravagant, or liberal
approach.
Also, NANCY SPUNGEN often seeks to control or dominate SID VICIOUS, and
SID VICIOUS may even take a subordinate role in the relationship for a time,
accepting NANCY SPUNGEN's "discipline". Over time, however, SID VICIOUS may
find NANCY SPUNGEN's subtle (or not so subtle!) criticism or constraints to be
devitalizing and draining. And SID VICIOUS, on the other hand, can make NANCY
SPUNGEN feel like a perpetual wet blanket or miser.
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Working together or going into business as equal partners is unlikely to work out
well for you. It's best if you can respect one another's differing approaches and
not seek to impose your own values or styles on one another.
NANCY SPUNGEN's Jupiter Square SID VICIOUS's Uranus:

Your relationship is unlikely to become lifeless or predictable, for you continually
challenge one another to grow, change, and take risks. There is an impulsive,
spontaneous, buoyant and enthusiastic quality in your relationship, and you
encourage a certain excitability in one another which sometimes borders on
recklessness. You both will need and want a lot of freedom in this relationship. SID
VICIOUS tends to be the one initiating the changes, and may introduce NANCY
SPUNGEN to new concepts which radically alter NANCY SPUNGEN's world view or
personal philosophy.
SID VICIOUS's Uranus Square NANCY SPUNGEN's Neptune:

Bursts of inspiration, creative imagination and insight, or strange psychic
experiences makes your relationship lively and unusual. You may do some rather
bizarre or unusual experimenting together. Avoidance of responsibility or reality
can be a problem at times.
SID VICIOUS's Neptune Sextile NANCY SPUNGEN's Pluto:

Your spiritual values and strengths harmonize with one another and this is a
subtle but positive force in your relationship.
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